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The aristocracy of misery consists naturally of those that
are best organized; persons incapacitated by injury incurred
in industrial employment, military service, or air raids, have
been increasingly covered, and at a higher rate than if their
misfortune were due to any other contingency—with payment
for injury even if it does not incapacitate, with 45s.'"instead
26s. as the benefit for a single person, with additional 20s.
for unemployability, and with another 20s. or 40s. in cases
where constant attendance is needed.
Next come the blind, who have been permitted to draw
their old-age pension at an earlier age than sighted people
and for whom special kinds of social assistance have been
devised.
In thev third place come persons afflicted with chronic dis-
ease whose sickness-benefit of 18s. was formerly converted
into a disability benefit of 10s. 6d. after six months, but who
now retain indefinitely the right to receive their benefit of
26s. and also the new allowances for dependants.
For persons injured, but outside of employment; for persons
blind, but not old enough for old-age pension; for persons
who are or have been chronically sick, but have not previously
been in insurable employment; for the deaf and dumb, the
crippled and the psycho-neurotic, and many others, and their
dependent families—for all of these, no similar provision was
made before the passage of the new national insurance and
assistance laws.
Similarly with rehabilitation, whether for ordinary competi-
tive employment, or for work in a sheltered workshop. Before
the second world war, this was merely a matter for local, or
for voluntary, action. For the blind, there had long been a
number of workshops. For the tubercular, Papworth village
industries were setting a great example. For the psycho-
neurotic, London County Council was initiating occupational
therapy at its Maudsley Hospital. But it took a wartime labour
shortage to make the national government assume respon-
sibility for training and resettling disabled persons, putting
the employment exchanges in touch with them before they

